This paper presents an investigation of the uncertainties from creep and creep recovery of force proving instruments calibrated at NIMT in year 2012 and 2013. In this study, the NIMT's 100kN deadweight force standard machine was used as a standard to calibrate force proving instruments (from various manufacturers and models) in accordance with ISO 376:2011. The comparison of creep uncertainties calculated from creep measured at maximum load (Cmax), creep recovery measured at zero load (Czero) and reversibility errors were also investigated. The results of this study show that, for most of the calibration results (>60%), the maximum value between WCmax/WCzero and WCzero/WCmax were larger than 2. Indicating that, WCmax and WCzero could not assume to be equal. For the comparison between creep uncertainties calculated from creep error and reversibility error, more than 80% of the calibration results, the creep uncertainties calculated from reversibility were larger than 3 time of the calculated values form creep measurement. These gave conclusion that, for the unknown history of creep and reversibility characteristic of instruments, it is more appropriate to estimate the uncertainty of creep from reversibility error.
Introduction
In 2011, ISO released a new version of standard for calibration of force proving instrument (ISO 376:2011) [1] . This version allows calibrations in 4 cases; A) for specific forces and incremental-only loading, B) for specific forces and incremental/decremental loading, C) for interpolation and incremental-only loading, D) for interpolation and incremental/decremental loading.
Comparing with the previous version (ISO 376:2004) [2] , creep property is the additional factor for classification of the force proving instrument. Fig.1a presents the calibration procedure using at the National Institute of Metrology Thailand (NIMT) for calibration of force proving instrument in accordance with ISO 376:2011. Fig.1b shows the details of measurement for evaluation of creep and creep recovery.
As seen in Fig.1 , creep measurement starts after finishing the X'6 series. The i m30 and i m300 are recorded at the 30s and 300s after applying maximum force (these will be used to calculate creep error -C max -).The i z30 and i z300 are record at the 30s and 300s after reducing force to the zero (these will be used to calculate creep recovery error -C zero -). 
Equations
According to the ISO 376:2011 [1] , the relative creep error (c) can be calculated by using Eq.1.
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3 where c = is the relative creep error in unit % i 300 = is the reading value of the indicator 300 sec. after applied or removed of the maximum calibration force (i m300 , i z300 ) i 30 = is the reading value of the indicator 30 sec. after applied or removed of the maximum calibration force (i m30 , i z30 ) X N = is the deflection corresponding to the maximum calibration force For easier explaining in this paper, the creep error calculated from maximum force is defined as shown in Eq. 2. And the creep recovery error that is calculated from measurement at zero force is defined as seen in Eq. 3.
The relative reversibility error (hysteresis), was calculated from and as shown in Eq.4, Eq.5 and Eq.6.
The calculation uncertainty of creep was explained in ISO 376:2011 [1] and EURAMET cg-4 version 2.0 [3] , is estimated as follow:
If the creep test is not measured, the uncertainty of creep can be estimated from reversibility error (hysteresis) as seen in Eq.8. As known that creep behavior of material typically depends on type of material, loading pattern and time, the question is that which equation from Eq.2 and Eq.3 is the best for estimation of creep error. And the creep uncertainty should be calculated from creep measurement or from reversibility error. There are only few studies on the creep measurement of force proving instrument. Hasan et al. studied on the effect of loading schemes on creep and creep recovery for force measurement [4] . They found that creep effect was approximately 20% of the hysteresis value. Stenner studied on the comparison results between old and new version of ISO 376 [5] . He found the differences could be more or less depended on type of transducer.
Experimental Measurement Design
In order to study creep and creep recovery of force proving instrument, the creep measurement data were collected from actual load cell's calibrations at NIMT in year 2012 and 2013. There are totally 98 calibration results of force proving instruments from various types and manufacturers. In this study, the NIMT's 100kN deadweight force standard machine was used as a standard to calibrate force proving instruments according to ISO 376:2011. These results were separated in 3 groups; 1) high precision load cell with AC bridge amplifier, 2) high precision load cell with DC bridge amplifier and 3) industrial type load cell and proving ring. Each of these groups was also separated to 2 types, which are compression and tension mode calibrations. Fig.1 presents the deadweight force standard machine (DWM), which was used for calibration of force proving instruments. This machine had 100 kN maximum capacity with 4 selectable calibration ranges as 10 kN, 20 kN 50 kN and 100 kN. The relative uncertainty of DWM is 0.0035% [6] .
Equipments
The environment condition at NIMT's force laboratory was controlled at the temperature 23±1 ˚C and relative humidity is 55 ± 15 %. 
Result and Discussion
The calibration results of force transducer are divided into 3 groups as follows. The data from table 1 was plotted as shown in Fig. 3a The x-axis represents the ratio between and . The y-axis shows the ratio between and . If the x-axis of 0.33 indicating that the creep uncertainty calculated from reversibility error was about 3 times of the creep uncertainty calculated form creep measurement at max force. The graph also represents the ratio between and . In case that an experiment data point is on the line y=0.5x (slope=0.5), the magnitude of will be 2 times of the . As seen in Fig. 3a , from 20 experiments data, 16 of them have larger than 3 times of or . In term of slope, there are 3 points of data in the region above the line y=2x and there are 8 points of data in the region below the line y=0.5x. Fig. 3b shows data of precision load cell with AC type amplifier for tension mode. From 12 experiments data, 11 of them have larger than 3 times of or . In term of slope, there are 7 points of data in the region below the line y=0.5x. Second, to compare size of creep uncertainties calculated from creep measurement and reversibility error, the results will agree with criteria II if the maximum between and divide by were larger than or equal to 1/3. If the result agree with criteria I, it can be assumed that close to . In case of agreement with criteria II, it can be assumed that the difference of creep uncertainty calculated from creep measurement and from reversibility error were not significant. The grouping results were shown in Fig. 6 . As seen in Fig. 6 , from 98 experiments, 36 of them agree with criteria I. For criteria II, only 15 results agree. Moreover, only 4 results agree with both criteria. Indicating that, the creep uncertainties calculated from difference sources (according to ISO376:2011) could not be assumed equivalent. Based on the summary results, the creep properties should be represented by the maximum between and . For unknown history of creep and reversibility characteristic of instruments, it should be more appropriate to estimate creep uncertainty from reversibility error. were largest compare with the other sources. This give a conclusion that, for any load cell with unknown history of creep property, the reversibility error should be more appropriate to be use for calculation of creep uncertainty.
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